UNITI Mineral Oil
Technology Forum

2015

Supported by the UKLA and a media partnership with Lube
magazine, the forum met in Stuttgart between April 14
and 15. Again the quality of presentations this year was
high with many thought-provoking questions raised across
many technical areas.
Both Infineum and Nynas held pre-event seminars on the eve of
the conference. Infineum’s seminar looked at key trends across
different industrial sectors including passenger cars, marine and
both light and heavy industry. In their view the key drivers of the
sector remain the geo-political situation with stagnation in many
western economies, the rise of shale gas as a route to energy
self-sufficiency, and the impact of electric cars.

The forum opened on April 14 with a keynote presentation
by Prof Dr-Ing Cornel Stan looking at future cars propulsion
systems. He argued that although pure electric cars provide
reduced emissions they are limited in their application and hybrid
cars provide a better long-term solution. Dr Jorg Adolf from Shell
Global BV provided an insight into future mobility with rising car
ownership offset by fewer journeys as car mileage has already
peaked in 2008/09. Later in the afternoon Nynas gave an
engaging presentation on base oil blends as a replacement for
Group I. In a market that is seeing a decline in Group I refining
capacity, Dr Herbert Fruhmann argued that a blend or paraffinic
and napthenic base oils could provide a base oil with Group I
type characteristics for industrial applications.
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On the second day, Dr Lutz Lindemann from Fuchs gave
the opening presentation on the challenges in lubricants
development including sustainability, raw materials and new
technology. Dr LInedemann talked about the conflict between
ecology and environment brought about by an increase of 40m
cars each year on the world’s roads. Later on Satoshi Hirano
from Toyota Motor Corporation talked about the expectations
on engine oil technology development. Mr Hirano discussed
rising demand for 0w20 automotive engine lubricants in Japan
compared with the prevalence of 10w40 in Europe and the way
in which engine development has led to higher demands being
placed on lubricant technology each year. Adrian Fitzpatrick
from Lubrizol gave an interesting presentation on novel fluids
for use in off-highway applications to enhance vehicle fuel and
operational efficiency. Meanwhile Steve Griffiths from Afton

Chemical Limited gave a presentation on Metalworking trends
and insights, arguing that new materials and manufacturing
techniques could affect metalworking fluid technology.
UNITI 2015 provided some thoughtful and insightful technical
papers given by some leading experts across the sector. As
well as excellent networking opportunities, the forum also saw
the pre-publication launch of UEIL’s EuropaLub by its President
Sebastian Crawshaw which will be fully available over the
summer period.

David Wright, Director General
United Kingdom Lubricants Association
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